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In the next hour…
•

Learning Dispositions

•

Learning Power as a construct

•

The Learning Power survey as a tool to provoke reflection

•

The Learning Journeys platform as a self-directed enquiry

•

Integrating this into your teaching

Kickoff exercise...
Think about the most effective learners you’ve
taught / worked with
Not necessarily the highest grade scorers,
but the ones who are effective real-world learners
Possibly those most likely attract an employer’s eye
What qualities did they have?
Type a list privately for 1 minute...
When I give the signal, paste your list into the Zoom chat...
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“Learning Dispositions”

It’s strange...
that in most schools and universities
we have no language to talk about

learning to learn

We need tools that build our readiness to be...

stretched out of our comfort zones
and equipped to handle uncertainty
(aka “learning”)

Knowledge, Skills & Dispositions
“Knowledge of methods alone will not suffice:

there must be the desire, the will,
to employ them.
This desire is an affair of personal disposition.”
John Dewey

Dewey, J. How We Think: A Restatement of the Relation of Reflective Thinking to the Educative Process. Heath and Co, Boston,
1933

What are learning dispositions?
“A disposition is a tendency to exhibit
frequently, consciously, and voluntarily a
pattern of behavior that is directed to a
broad goal.”
“one of the most important dispositions to be
listed in educational goals is the disposition
to go on learning. Any educational
approach that undermines that disposition
is miseducation.”
Lilian G. Katz (1993). Dispositions: Definitions and Implications for Early Childhood Practices. Urbana, IL:ERIC
Clearinghouse on Elementary and Early Childhood Education. 1993 https://eric.ed.gov/?id=ED360104

Lilian Katz
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Knowledge, Skills & Dispositions
“It’s more than knowledge and skills. For the
innovation economy, dispositions

come into play:
readiness to collaborate;
attention to multiple perspectives;
initiative;
persistence;
Larry Rosenstock
curiosity.”

High Tech High
San Diego
hightechhigh.org

LearningREimagined project: http://learning-reimagined.com
Larry Rosenstock: http://audioboo.fm/boos/1669375-50-seconds-of-larry-rosenstock-ceo-of-hightechhigh-on-how-he-would-re-imagine-learning
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Knowledge, Skills & Dispositions
“One of the key issues emerging from these findings
was the learner’s

orientation towards the
unknown, uncertainty and ambiguity,
and their tendency to either retreat from it or move
into it. The former effectively precludes deep
learning, and the latter is the beginning point for it.”
Ruth Deakin Crick & Chris Goldspink

Deakin Crick R. and Goldspink G. (2014) Learning Dispositions, Self-theories and Student
Engagement, British Journal of Educational Studies, 62,1,1-17. DOI:
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/00071005.2014.904038

Learning Dispositions
a lot of interest in how to cultivate these for lifelong/lifewide learning
When presented with learning opportunities, dispositions capture relatively
enduring tendencies in the way that students behave
Even so, student responses can be contextual too
Learning dispositions seem to be tied to sense of identity, agency and hope
Educators focus on malleable dispositions that are important for developing
intentional learners
Dispositions which – critically – learners can recognise and develop in themselves

From transmission to learning design
The Knowledge-Agency Window (Ruth Crick)
Expert led enquiry
Knowledge
co-generation
and use

Student led-enquiry
Authenticity,
agency,
identity

“Teaching
as Script”
Pre-scribed
Knowledge

Expert led teaching
Teacher agency

Student led revision
Student agency

“Teaching
as Learning
Design”

“Learning Power”

Personalised feedback with a Learning Power profile
~20min, 65 item survey

A language for learning dispositions
Interactive spider diagram + resources

Deakin Crick, R., Huang, S., Ahmed Shafi, A. and Goldspink, C. (2015). Developing Resilient Agency in
Learning: The Internal Structure of Learning Power. British Journal of Educational Studies: 62, (2), 121-160.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/00071005.2015.1006574

1. Provides a language for talking about
learning to learn
(very similar to leadership qualities — because YOU should
become the ‘leader of your own learning’)

2. Provides a mirror: a snapshot in a context on
how you see yourself as a learner

Dimensions of Learning Power
Positive
Mindful Agency
Hope and Optimism
Sense-making

Negative
Unaware, passive, mindless
Stuck and static
Data accumulation

Creativity

Rule bound

Curiosity

Passive

Collaboration
Belonging
Openness to learning

Independent or Dependent
Isolated, split off, lonely.
Closed, brittle or fragile & dependent

Where did the Learning Power construct come from? (2001-04)
3 year project to identify the most important qualities shown by effective learners in schools,
to devise a valid assessment tool
Experts & Practitioners consulted on overall process
Meta-analysis of the literature (empirical + theoretical)
Expert Workshops (policymakers + scholars)
Leading Practitioner input to survey questions
Survey design iterations and refinement
Factor analysis on survey data (N=2000)
Seven factors identified

Reanalysis of
40,000 profiles led
to refinements
(2015) in current
version
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How the survey questions map
to Learning Power dimensions

Deakin Crick, R., Huang, S., Ahmed Shafi, A. and Goldspink, C. (2015). Developing Resilient Agency in Learning: The Internal
Structure of Learning Power. British Journal of Educational Studies: 62, (2), 121-160. http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/00071005.2015.1006574

Dimensions of Learning Power
MINDFUL AGENCY
is taking responsibility for your own learning.
It’s about how you manage your feelings,
your time, your energy, your actions and the
things you need to achieve your goals. It’s
knowing your purpose - then knowing how
to go about achieving it; stepping out on the
path towards your goals.
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Dimensions of Learning Power
HOPE AND OPTIMISM
is being confident that you can change and learn and
get better over time. It is helped by having a positive
learning story to reflect upon, that gives you a
feeling of having ‘come a long way’ and of being able
to ‘go places’ with your learning.
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Dimensions of Learning Power
SENSE MAKING
is making connections between ideas, memories, facts
- everything you know - linking them and seeing
patterns and meaning. It’s about how ‘learning
matters’ to you, connecting with your own story and
things that really matter.
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Dimensions of Learning Power
CURIOSITY
is your desire to get beneath the surface, find things out
and ask questions, especially ‘Why?’ If you are a curious
learner, you won’t simply accept what you are told
without wanting to know for yourself whether and why
it’s true.
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Dimensions of Learning Power
CREATIVITY
is using your imagination and intuition, being playful and
‘dreaming’ new ideas, having hunches, letting answers
come to you, rather than just ‘racking your brains’ or
looking things up. It’s about going ‘off the beaten track’
and exploring ideas.
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Dimensions of Learning Power
COLLABORATION
is how you learn through your relationships with others.
It is about knowing who to turn to for advice and how
to offer it too. It’s about solving problems by talking
them through, generating new ideas through listening
carefully, making suggestions and responding positively
to feedback.
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Dimensions of Learning Power
BELONGING
reflects how much you feel you belong as part of a
‘learning community’ – at work or at home, or in your
wider social network. It’s about the confidence you gain
from knowing there are people you learn well together
with and to whom you can turn when you need
guidance, support and encouragement.
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Dimensions of Learning Power
OPENESS TO LEARNING
is being open to new ideas and to challenge
and having the ‘inner strength’ to move
towards learning and change, rather than
either giving up and withdrawing or ‘toughing
it out’ and getting mad with the world.
Becoming more open to learning is like a
pathway to all the other dimensions of
learning power, just as the other dimensions
also help you become more open to learning.
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The structure of Learning
Power

“Learning Power” is
a multi-dimensional
construct for
assessing learning
dispositions
The structural equation
model underpinning the
Learning Power survey

Deakin Crick, R., Huang, S., Ahmed Shafi, A. and Goldspink,
C. (2015). Developing Resilient Agency in Learning: The
Internal Structure of Learning Power. British Journal of
Educational Studies: 62, (2), 121-160.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/00071005.2015.1006574
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Cohort reports for educators

Cohort analytics
bar charts for
educators

Cohort analysis – a statistical view using box plots

Profile cluster analysis
(2983 UTS student profiles 2015-17)
§ For the 921 students with post-profile
data, there were significant positive
changes on all 8 dimensions.
§ We can also derive through cluster
analysis significantly different cohort
profiles, inviting reflection and possibly
intervention for those who might be
judged at risk

n=876

n=957

n=548

n=602

Learning Power
is one part of the
Learning Journeys platform

The Learning Journeys
website was announced to all
students in January
and is a resource on the
student portal for online study

LearningJourneys.uts.edu.au

A learning journey has 4 steps, each step with brief videos

“Doing the job” could be:
• the relevant UTS assignment in a
subject/module
• a project as part of a job or WIL
• a personally meaningful enquiry

1. Choose my
Purpose
is where you set the objective
for your learning journey

2. Diagnose and
Plan
is where you complete your
Learning Power profile

Example of a report card (e.g. for Belonging)

Encouragement to reflect on your profile

Setting a stretch target on a
dimension

Thinking about what it means
to stretch yourself on a
dimension

Then you get stuck into task at hand:

3. Do the Job
(the student assignment)
...but all the time working on
developing your learning power, and
reflecting on how it’s going

And then repeat the survey at
the end to see if there are any
changes in the shape/size of
your profile

4. Measure and
Evaluate

Introducing this into the
student experience

UTS Engineering (Anne Gardner)

Workshop: http://aaee-scholar.pbworks.com/w/page/117254061/Adelaide%20workshop%2021st%20April
AAEE 2017 paper: https://www.researchgate.net/publication/322244152_Characterising_the_learning_dispositions_of_first_year_engineering_students

UTS Pre-service Teacher (INSITE program)

“Throughout undertaking my initial
teacher training my Learning Power
profile has changed in a significant way.
My second profile taken 4 months later
shows great improvement to belonging
and hope and optimism. The most
significant change has been part of the
UTS INSITE group where we would
routinely discuss our personal thoughts
as we all progress as teachers.
I am now able to see how powerful a
learning device that can be, created by
working as a team and being able to
freely share thoughts, ideas and even
shortcomings to a supportive group.
The sense of belonging I believe has
helped reshape me as a learner and is
reflected in my shift towards open
readiness.”

UTS Master of Data Science & Innovation
First transdisciplinary postgraduate program, UTS 2015
Learning Power survey in first week or so, followed by reflective writing
Catherine had mixed feelings about doing the survey at
first, assuming it was “just another personality test”.

“I had three emotions
simultaneously:
embarrassed, surprised
and amazed.”

But her openness to learning meant she challenged her
own assumptions and adapted to the new information,
recognising the assignment could be of benefit to her
development as a learner.
Catherine described feeling “embarrassed” because the
profile exposed her weakness area, creativity.
She was also “surprised” and “amazed” the Learning
Journeys Survey was able to identify something about her
so easily when it had taken her “some years” to identify it
on her own.

https://www.uts.edu.au/research-and-teaching/teaching-and-research-integration/learning-journeys/students/students-resources/importance-reflective-writing

Resources to support you
and your students

LearningJourneys.uts.edu.au
A resource that you can use with
your students and colleagues
For formal teaching/study, or
personal/professional
development
Single sign-on to the Jearni
platform to access the Learning
Power survey and subsequent
steps in the LJ

2-page guides
with strategies
to build each
learning power
dimension
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https://www.uts.edu.au/research-and-teaching/teaching-and-research-integration/learning-journeys/learning-journeys-uts/understanding-your-learning-power-profile
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https://www.uts.edu.au/research-and-teaching/teaching-and-research-integration/learning-journeys/learning-journeys-uts/understanding-your-learning-power-profile

Stories about fictional students

https://www.uts.edu.au/research-and-teaching/teaching-and-research-integration/learning-journeys/learning-journeys-uts/understanding-your-learning-power-profile

https://www.uts.edu.au/research-and-teaching/teaching-and-research-integration/learning-journeys/learning-journeys-uts/understanding-your-learning-power-profile
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https://www.uts.edu.au/research-and-teaching/teaching-and-research-integration/learning-journeys/learning-journeys-uts/understanding-your-learning-power-profile
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Cleo
Description

Key Information
Name: Cleo
Age Range: 35-44
Role: Manager

Mindful
Agency
Sense
Making

Hope and
Optimism

Creativity

Collaboration

Belonging

Rigid
Persistence

Curiosity

Openness to learning

Fragile
Dependence

o Cleo has recently returned to work after a planned
career break.
o Rather than return to her old job, she has joined a
new team, and her role and responsibilities have
changed.
o At her performance review, she got excellent
ratings from her manager, however, he noted that
she needed to develop her confidence, particularly
when working with others.
o Cleo has struggled to build relationships with the
new team, many of whom have worked together
for several years.
o As she is working in a new area, she also feels
unsure of her expertise.
o Whilst she was grateful for her manager’s
reassurance, she wonders whether she made a
mistake in returning to a managerial role, and
whether she might be happier with fewer
responsibilities.

© Jearni 2021

Giles
Description

Key Information
Name: Giles
Age Range: 35-44
Role: Trainee Accountant

Mindful
Agency
Sense
Making

Hope and
Optimism

Creativity

Collaboration

Belonging

Rigid
Persistence

Curiosity

Openness to learning

Fragile
Dependence

o Giles has had a varied career so far. He studied
law at University, then went travelling. He
managed to get a job as a trainee solicitor, but
didn’t enjoy it.
o He worked for a year as a Marketing assistant, but
got fired as he refused to collaborate with others
on projects.
o He tried working in Sales, but was fired as he
didn’t sell very much and had a series of
disagreements with managers.
o He’s currently working as a trainee accountant,
but he struggles to follow the required processes
and finds it difficult to understand what the
numbers relate to. He’s thinking of resigning.
o He’s popular with some of his colleagues, but very
unpopular with others, due to his poor time
keeping. His manager sees him as unreliable.
o He’s convinced that he’ll find the right job for
himself eventually, but he wonders why he feels
he has to try everything when others make a plan
and stick to it.
© Jearni 2021

A professional, leadership development tool

Relevant for students preparing for a work placement or internship

Managers at Hunter
Water have shared
how they benefited
from working on their
Learning Power
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https://www.uts.edu.au/research-and-teaching/teaching-and-research-integration/learning-journeys/learning-journeys-uts/understanding-your-learning-power-profile

Can you see how this connects
to your teaching?
Discussion...

Appendix:
Interview quotes from UTS
students and educators

Student feedback
Why am I only seeing this now? I needed this as an undergrad! (Capstone Project Masters student)
What was really great was that the combination of extremely high Curiosity, and the weakness of Mindful Agency, represents kind of a problem. On the one hand, my curiosity really helped me
throughout the semester to gather valuable data for my project. On the other hand, sometimes I just got carried away by interesting articles, and then far off track, in my research. This is time
consuming and not productive at all. Having realized this was very valuable because it helps me to be more mindful with my time, and more effective in my work.
CLARA definitely broadened my learning, and allowed me to see beyond what I was learning in the classroom
I think it was interesting … to kind of discuss, how these different attributes actually play a role in our learning. It’s not something that’s discussed very often at universities, or even at the high
school level. So I think it was important to kind of just sit back from the regular learning about science stuff and really think about yourself and how you’re performing and how there’s other
problems going on.
It just makes you really think about where you’re standing at University, not just kind of grinding through a degree….. It does make you think about if you are in the right degree to begin with,
and where you’re heading with it, so that was pretty important and it was a good, kind of learning experience.
Just to see how students actually thought about those situations, those scenarios [the archetypes] so I think they were good to go through because students had different perspectives towards
them, and that’s important because then obviously that affects how they view their own profiles as well.
So CLARA did, kind of, indirectly help me in the sense that I was able to recognise the attributes that I had for when I was applying for jobs, for my resume.
Because it really brought to light the options that were available at university to address some of the problems that you might be seeing, I guess not problems, but weaknesses, that you can
say, that you would view in a profile even if that wasn’t your own. So even in the scenarios, things came up like, maybe, aahh, collaboration, and that you know ….the only way to collaborate is
not just doing assessments but you can collaborate by kind of joining a society, and it just kind of brought to light: am I doing any of those things? Am I just studying the whole time trying to
reach some sort of goal, and not having that inclusive university experience even?
CLARA definitely broadened my learning, and allowed me to see beyond what I was learning in the classroom, so I was able to relate my learning to extra-curricular activities which I think are
important and is again something you can add to your resume, to your future, like you say for future interviews, so it was good and a lot of students weren’t actually aware of the services at
university.
… there was one [archetype] where a girl was very good at her studies and everything, but she just didn’t want to collaborate with anyone, didn’t want to do teamwork…she just wanted to do
her own stuff, and it was obviously affecting her marks, this not being able to reach out to people, and I think that’s quite common. So just things like that – they were quite relatable and I
think, just like I remember that 2 years or one and half years later…It kind of sticks, so you do realise that those problems do occur, and more may be students are facing it than just me, and
maybe I can work on that, and it’s not just a fault inside me, but maybe it’s just a kind of common thing that we’re experiencing, so I think in that sense it was good students could relate to
that, they could interpret their own profiles according to it as well.

Academic feedback
My students have found LJ to be quite useful in understanding themselves. When we have worked with students experiencing academic difficulty, a common comment is
"why didn't we learn this in first year?" (Amanda White, Business School, supporting students who have repeatedly failed a subject)
Learning Journeys gives a deep and rich profile for students with options and further potential investigations built into the tool. I have greatly enjoyed introducing this tool to
students and hope that UTS will continue to license it. (Georgina Barrett-See, coaching students in HELPS and nurses in Health Faculty)
Anonymised feedback:
So if students genuinely approached it with that I’ll say that professional and growth mindset, they took a lot away.
But I particularly like CLARA ….. around things like working in groups and teams. So one girl reported last semester [that] she did a CLARA, saw that she was weak on one of
the dimensions but after about 7 weeks …. she came in and she said that her colleagues have said she’s now more assertive, and have said that she’s not so timid, and
withdrawn…. So she found that really great feedback, to know because she was working on these things.
I think [CLARA] would go some way to appreciating that students are individuals, and they’re not a collective, and that I would like to see much more about. It’s not so much
about the mark you get, but it’s more about your self-development and where you’re going, and that sort of thing. And I think that, helping [students] to see that, is a really
good outcome.
We think that the Learning Power dimensions are important for [students] to be able to .. be strong in each of these dimensions, …. recognising their strengths and
recognising the areas they need to work on will help them to become better leaders and managers in their industries in the future.
… even the ones that were critical upfront…… where they went “Oh, I don’t believe this” and then as they went on “Oh actually, this is really right” so the whole journey was
really good because …… because the diaries helped to deepen that self-reflection…
... most academics find it difficult to teach these kind of generic and soft skills. I think CLARA is related to some of our graduate attribute areas, some of the kind of generic …
critical analytical skills and communication and team work skills …and I believe that …. CLARA can help other subject coordinators to start incorporating learning about these
areas into their subjects as well.
We constantly get the feedback of ‘CLARA was great but why did you wait until the last subject, our last semester to introduce this to us? We should have been introduced to
this in our first class, in our Masters degree. So that is also something else that we’re thinking about. We’re thinking that perhaps we need to move it to an earlier class.

